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Dear Ron:
Don't let the blind, mindless, irrational, cynical troops ~et
you down. A.ssure them you are a veto-proof press ~ecretaryj
and that you intend to keep on streaking.
·
~a_

ma~gie~~
'

-

June

I think cne way
with selected
at

~

repo~~rs

Z1, 1975

to improve press relations is to have meetings
such as the one which took place

Thursd~

night

5 p.m.
Howard Norton was in the press rocm, available on the spot if the

press secretar,r had a message he was putting outo
I think this
discnntinued.

11

selection 11 prooedure is a bad one and should be

PRESS ROOM

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 27, 197S

Ron:
I have one

about the briefings:

su~gestion

you might read all the announcements you have
before taking questions.

I

think it would have

the effect, in many cases, of keeping the briefing
from getting sidetracked on peripheral events
that come up in the early announcements.
For instance, if you had announced the
Callaway appointment at the start of the briefing
last week, I think all the questions about
private meetings would not have come up at all
or at least would have been disposed of quickly.
have
The questions would KIII focused on the more
important matter of Callaway's selection.

And

the briefing would have gotten over more quickly
since reporters would have wanted to go file the
significant story about Callaway.
On an unrelated subject, I think the follow-up
largely
questions have II»¥~ outlived their usefulness.
Most of the follow-ups seem to restate the same
question, which is unnecessary, or ask a completely
different question, which is not the idea of what
a follow-up Questions was supposed to be.

THE WHITE HOUSE

Jtb'itl/4'/GT<f>~ )0•15

Rona
Herb Klein called today to get
a till-in on how today•s briefing went
and what we accoaplished at Caap David.
I gave him a rundown on both.
he'd try to come up with

He said
some

suggestions and would call you later in
the week.

As you can iaagine, he's

syapat~ the problem.
JWH

6/27

e

RON:
I am convinced the atmosphere at the briefings would
be dramatically improved if they were open, without restriction,
to all media, including film and electronic cameras.

There

are other ways of handling housekeeping details and off the
record material without compromising your qualms (as stated to
me over the past months) about these matters.

!mK.ZbBm

Secondly, and I gather you are more and more doing this,
I suggest you do not wait for questions on material you
consider important, but simply volunteer it; especially if
no questions on the subject come up.
So co low

-

June 27, 1975
.H.on, my dear-Here, informally are my views about the Press Briefings.
I do not want you to feel badly nor do I want you to

re~ign.

It would be avery terrible thing if you should make any
restrictions on the reporters • hemember no~ just your administration
is involved but you are making precedents. ~reedom is far more
important. If some of our great liberals among the press who
are new calling for you to impose reRtrictions would just copy
Thomas Jefferson,they would be quiet and endure other reporterw'
questions whether they like it or not.
I have had some little experience as a government public relations
person and more years experience in watching them. I belong to the
school of thought that a government public relations per~on should
be as helpful as possible, always available, and that he should
advise his "'!uperior that he owes an answer to the public. The
other school of thought is that the public official should not be
available, ~hould be selective in whom he sees and whom he favor"'!,
should only give out an answer if, he wants to do so and has no
responsibility in this ma~r. 1 here are at times in government
some men on the inside of a staff who have little conception
of the re"'!ponsibilities of a public official to the people, so
they advise pursuing the latter course.
I see nothing wrong in asking you to check reaction of the
Pro.sident.You seem to resent this or else perhaps some one has
advised you to avoid such requests.
I would appreciate it if you would develop more background on
the news and the upcoming issues. You have a need to be better
informed on Congress and government. lf some one pointsout to you
a development in the news, then you should reply by saying "I
do not know the answer but I will try very hard to get it for you
right away. " I feel that if you did this you would solve most
of your problems by preventing them.
The questions and answers should of course be continued. Uo not
let a little band of wicked men induce you to do otherwise. Such
men are of small minds and do not really represent any one but
themselves. Please no umpires. Let no one . persuadE¥~ curb
Les Kinsolving or Sarah Mcdlendon or John Osborne or Pater Lisagore
would like to add that the President and yourself work for the
people. Somehow or other in this government--and not just at the
wWhi te House, ei ther--<:Jome people have been trying to put over the
idea that government information should be kept from the mas~es.
Government against People. 'l.'hat is the real issue today. And it
is destroying this government.

I

It is my responsibility and yours to see that this government
surfives •. ~very day we have our part to play.
vH th sincere good wishes, I am

v.~er.'arab
trulyMe7'.ur.~~
~1/'(l
.J ...-------·~f~
<:.·ur~r-,/
L.
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Rona
Press reaction to the change in briefing locations is
very good.

I spoke to several

repo~ters

after the briefing

and not one of them wanted a return to the

lec~urn

and podium.

The only suggested iaprovement was Jim Weighart recommending
that you sit in a chair with a small table beside Ill it to
hold the ash tray, water and file folder.
stick with the table for awhile.

I think you should

The conc. .sus or press opinion

of those to whom I spoke was that the change was definitely a
positive one.

John Kaschak and Jim Naughton were supportive.

John said we ought,to do away w~th the lect~and podium
all together, but did agree that we needed it for formal briefings.
Another reporter was quick to note that Helen Thomas seeaed to
object to the informality because it tended to dec••••• the
we-they atmosphere which she seems to like so well.

There were

some who muttered about• the change being "superficial,• but
they were in the minority.
I have one suggestion to make re Tom DeFrank's piecea

call

Walt Rodgers in and say you don't agree with Newsweek's list or
~

hecltorers.
.._

Whether you do or not, you'll still aake some points

in aa area where we can use ihem.
~H

.·

~

I

'-'

Press Office Staff Meeting
Saturday, June 27, 1975
Laurel Lodge
3:15 - 5:45pm
Present:
Those attending morning meeting, plus spouses of the staff, for the
first part of the meeting

Ron opened the session by saying that some spouses were attending the afternoon
meeting. They were invited to let them know what their spouses go through at
the office.
The President believes everyone should have a vacation. If he does, he performs
better. You should sign up for a week or two off, and let Bill Greener know
when you want to be gone.
Jim Shuman is reorganizing the news summary and briefing book for the
President's press conferences. We need to talk about press conferences and
about the President's image.
President's Image
We need to give attention to a series of fetoes which were sustained in Congress
which portray the President as a strong leader; however they are portrayed
by the President's opponents negatively, as the President being against people,
against jobs, etc.
Jim Shuman started the discussion by calling attention to two negative articles
on the President in newspapers. We should in daily briefings and contacts with
the press and in forums for Presidential speeches and statements stress the
point that what the President is doing is being done for strong economic reasons.
For the Federal government to step in would affect the economy in ways over a
long period that would be damaing.
Jim Shuman, in preparing the President's briefing book, has access to the
President's thinking and the way he expresses hims1ef. He can draft answers
based on the facts of the matter and influence the President's wording that way.
After President vetoed bill in each case except the Strip Mining Bill, it has
gone back to Congress, been reworked and an acceptable and meaningful bill has
come back out. which the President has signed. The President is aware of this.
This point should be made by Ron and others subtly-- "getting out the line".
The President could say in his signing statement, something like 11 once agair1
Congress has been responsible for bringing back a reasonable bill. 11
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We have a chance to communicate the philosophy of government which is
limited which realizes it can't do everything for everybody.
In daily
contact with press, if you can pre sent this in a subtle way, it doesn 1 t
make the President look like a 1930's Republican.
Someone has to put this in rhetoric. It has to be said in a number of ways -planted to columnists. One problem is that the President is giving speeches
and has nothing to say. A good example is the NAACP speech Monday.
It is hard for speechwriters to give the President new, fresh rhetoric and
ideas. There seems to be the philosophy developed of not throwing money
away. We must take risks in doing speeches to give new material.
They need new, fresh thinking relevent to today' s problems and today' s
political mood. That kind of thinking is not all tied together -- it is somewhat risky but there is a high possibility of success and high rewards.
Bob Goldwin had a good point. He said it can be argued that the President
has old, tired, free enterprize policies. But it can be agreed the country
sees that now is the time that these policies are working.
A good example is the Hugh Sidey piece on normalcy and the Tom Brokaw interviews in Iowa.
The Press Office has had the opportunity to get our ideas included. We have
written parts of speeches. We are given chance for input into speeches. We
need to get ideas in to work.
We should portray the President as a courageous decision maker who makes
decisions not popular at the time. This theme could be used in the year-end
list o£ accomplishments. Also highlighted should be the slow approach to
the economy.
We could say the President has definite ideas which are now timely.
The New York Daily News and other newspapers are doing their year-end
pieces now. We need to get going on material and get this organized.
The Cabinet reports on accomplishments are due on Thursday.
On the subject of vetoes, the President has vetoed 33 bills - 6 have come
back in better form. We should concentrate on high visibility ones, and
also be careful since some bills the President signs go beyond what he said
our boundaries would be.
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Let's get out that the President wants to do the right thing. Congress has
proposed wrong things. We don't need to be defensive on it.
The idea of wanting to get the government out of things is right in line.
don't need to be defensive. He's winning people over.

We

In the long range, the President's association with Bicentennial events is another
problem. He needs to be involved in long term themes: where America is
coming from, where it wants to go.

The President should identify himself with the spirit of the nation. How does
he do it? By accepting 100,000 events in his book? People in country are
very excited by their local events commemorating the Bicentennial. The
President needn't go to all of them.
The President should go to 4 or 5 events because he does it in the spirit of
America. Themes, not events should be the determination.
We will check into Adam Clymer's idea of an historian at the White House.

BRIEFINGS
Ron started the discussion by asking for ideas on what's right and wrong with
how the briefing works. Jack has prepared a memo outlining the areas of
thought. Everyone has read the memo. We don't intentionally want to irritate
the press corps by letting briefing times slide. We use the excuse of getting
prepared, and we are too prepared for the questions not asked. Let's get a
flat starting time and stick to whatever time we have announced.
Everybody agrees we need daily briefings of some sort. How do we control
them?
If we ask the departments to take technical questions, attendance will
slack off, and we spend the rest of the day getting reporters together with
people in the departments. We now spend 6 hours a day on preparing for the
briefing. This takes away from our other responsibilities.
One reporter suggested someone should go through the press room informally
early in the morning to find out the areas of interest.
Ron as Press Secretary should spend his time on key things, not getting extra
guidance. If the staff moves out and gets substance and brings it together,
we'll alleviate Ron's having to do that.
If we go to a fixed briefing time and don't have key issues, we can go out and
say we're not prepared. We can have the reporters give their questions to
Larry, Bill and other staff unless it is a big issue.
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Reporters will accept it is the truth if we say we have not had time to prepare
on that. We should know about items the night before that will be questions the
next day. Don't wait until the next morning.
The two briefing system in the morning was proposed by some reporters.
Someone would go out at 9 or 9:30 and get rid of the routine announcements.
Whatever questions can be answered then should be answered. Questions that
can't be answered should be checked for answers and given at the 11:30 or
12 o'clock briefing. Two-a-day briefings should be looked at as another opportunity to get the President's word out to the PM papers.
If we lock ourselves to a system, it 1 s better for a 10:30 briefing with routine
announcements released at 9:30 a.m. The schedule with lots of details could be
availsble the night before. Jack or Bill G. could go out and test the waters with
the first briefing. The drawback is that the antagonisim is greater if we can't
go on as scheduled.
It doesn't matter what time the briefing is if we do it at the same time every
day - they are happy with the 11:30 time, if we stick to it.

If we post things at the same tir:r e every day even the one-man bureaus will
drop by to see if anything was released affecting their area.

Upto now, we have used the system of important things being posted in the
morning and routine things in the afternoon.
Announcements would not necessarily be in the briefing transcript, since the
weekly compilation of Presidential documents is really the official record of
items released by the White House.
Bill Roberts has suggested that we do a ;daily compilation of press office
releases at the end of the day. We are now doing that in one form of the cover
sheet for the briefing listing our releases, but it would be an excellent idea
to do an end-of-the-day sheet on everything released so no one could complain
they didn't know we released something.
Proposed timing for making material available each day:
10:30 am

Posting of:
Very detailed schedule for the day
Routine announcements

11:30 am

Daily briefing by Ron (or Bill G. if Ron is tied up in meetings)
Ron comes in if finished before briefing conclues, and
carries on with information he has

3:30pm

Posting of any items not ready for morning briefing

5:00pm

Summary of everything put out today

-5-

Every posting is the responsibility of Jack Hushen.
Maybe Ron should wander into the briefing room between 3:30 and 4 pm
each day. If he made it periodic, he could informally answer questions
then.
The press might save their questions .:or then.
Perhaps we should reinstate the policy we had previously of having something
positive at the beginning of each briefing. That practice was a good one, and
has fallen by the wayside. We could start by saying 11 The President was
pleased this morning ..... 11
One suggestion from a report was that the press is not given Ron 1 s viewpoint,
but that Ron stick to the facts and get those out without his opinion intertwined.
We would still be getting the facts out in a positive manner. It would also work
well by starting an answer saying, ••well you know •• 11 and give two paragraphs
of a low-key 11 lecture 11 • Don•t criticize, but state the facts very positively.
The President believes this and this. Give them a deeper, more informative
idea of the President 1 s views.
Another area is that we need to fight harder for what we want from the
President in meeting with him each morning. If we had done that with the
Rockefeller Commission report, all of our problems on whether it would be
released could have been alleviated. We need to tell the President when the
answer he gives isn 1 t sufficient, and we need further information. The Pre sident doesn •t mind. Letts be more forceful in presenting our views to him,
and press him a little when we know what avenue the questions will take.
Helen Thomas has said Press Secretaries are afraid to talk to the President and
ask him the necessary question. There may be some truth to that.
There are too many staff people in Ron 1 s morning meeting with the President.
Lately it has been used for Congressional suggestions from Marsh, or Hartmann
suggestions for appointments. The Press Secretary should meet with the
President without other White House staff in there -- preferably alone. He
could then check whatever facts he needed to after that discussion, with others
on the Senior staff. If the President had to be consulted after discussions with
senior staff, he could call the President.
Maybe that would waste the President• s
time - it 1 s better for senior staff to be there.
It is imperative

that when the Press Secretary gets Presidential decisions, he
feeds it into the system, to get it accomplished. An example of this not being
done was the way the situation was handled where Jerry Warren was the President's representative to the Eugene Pullium funeral.
It would probably be a good idea to have one other staff person in R on 1 s meeting

with the President for just this purpose - to implement the decisions the
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President makes, and also for coordinating the President's instructions.
This person (Cheney or Rumsfeld) would just be an observer to discussions of
press matters, and not have the power to veto what the President and Ron
decided.
If the briefings were in a more informal setting, they would be less hostile.
We could reate a less formal setting by putting a platform in the center of the
long wall by the collonade, which would eliminate rows and rows of reporters,
and would make the atmosphere more in a semi-circle. It should be elevated
so Ron could be seen - there could be a small riser. Ron could use a stool
and lavalier microphone, with the podium off to the side.
Or he could sit by
the entrance door, on a table, with a lavalier mike. This would encourage
informality.

Informality
could also be accomplished by reducing the number of aides that
follow Ron into the briefing. There should only be two -- the others should
sit in Jack's office and listen so they would hear when they are supposed to
provide information.
Monday we could do things the routine way, and announce the new procedure.
Tuesday would begin the new procedure, and the new logistical set-up.
Ron should maintain control of the briefings. He can turn to a different side
of the room if hostile questions arise from the malcontents on one side.
It could control a little the fact that some reporters use briefings as ego trips if
he could turn away from them.

Audio taping and broadcast use of briefings:
The briefing is a way to get the President's message out, as Jack says in his
memo. We need to get all the free time we can during the campaign because of
the new campaign laws. Need to use it as an opportunity to 11 get out the line 11 •
However some kind of control needs to be used over its release to prevent editing
and piecing together semgents to distort the contents or meaning.
Peer pressure would be brought to bear if someone like Kinsolving used reporters
questions the wrong way on the recording. Fred Barnes started a new thing by
criticizing reporters questions in the piece he did in the Star.
One point is if we are trying for informality in briefings, and then tape them,
they must be more formal. The two objectives are incompatible.
The briefings must be organized subtly - they can't be in a truly informal setting.
Ron must have it in his mind for every word and every question that he controls
the briefing, and how it would sound on actualities.

-7-

We will take time out of the schedule each day this week to go over the
briefing transcript, along with listening to the tape to see what would happen
if it were recorded and edited by radio reporters.
If we have two areas in the briefing room -- one for formal briefings and one
for informal briefings, won't the press feel like we are trying to cram things
down their th:J?oats by chosing who we place in the different set-ups?

The press will ask what happened at Camp David? Ron can say one of the things
that was discussed and considered was at the end of the briefing we could do
portions for sound and film.
Monday we could say before the briefing starts: "I know you're wondering what
we talked about at Camp David, and here is one thing: We have had frequent
requests for sound and film of briefings. We are receptive to requests for
tapes of briefings.
This will give the radio people more money - because they will have actualities.
CBS now asks almost every day for recordings.
Maybe we should be subtle instead - let the word out that if they want some tapes
of some topic, we are receptive.
Another idea would be Ron could do for sound and film after the breifing, the topic
of interest, instead of allowing taping in the actual priefing. One mult could be
used for both radio and television. The wire reporters could watch the proceedings.
It would be controlled so it wouldn't turn into another briefing.
The Press Office schedule must fit together with the new briefing schedule. Ron
doesn't feel like he has enough information when he goes into the Senior Staff
meetings in the morning - he needs more information on the announcements for
the day, and our plans for the schedule. We should have all that is done in the
8:30 meeting concluded before the Senior Staff meeting at 8 a.m. so that Ron can
discuss it there.
Everyone could come in at 7:30 to discuss the day's activities. The morning
notes would have arrived at 7:15 am from the News Summary office. John
Carlson would come in at 7:50 after his meeting to brief Ron on what to expect
in that area for the day. All the morning reading should be done by that time.
The clippings would have to be done by then. Larry Brock (the summer intern)
should come in at 6 a.m. to get the clippings and overnight wires done by the
earlier time.
The rest of the morning could then be used for suggestions of input into what
the President does, and to concentrate on major points. We should be raising
flags and flagging trouble spots. More could be concentrated on this area.

-8-

At 8:30 at the conclusion of the Senior Staff meeting, Ron could then give a
report on what went on in Senior Staff, and the staff should have answers
ready on the questions that were discussed between 7:30 and 8:00 a.m. We'll
identify areas that need further discussion with the President and senior staff,
and lay out the answers we already have. We need to have the right questions
and the right follow-up questions. This meeting needs to be more disciplined
and productive.
It is difficult following the briefing not to relax a 1 ittle and take the accumulated

miscellaneous phone calls. We need to get busy preparing answers for whatever
questions we know will come up the next day in the briefing - start right on.
Ron emphasized we are falling down on our advisory role to the President as to
when he should do things for the best press coverage, etc. That area needs to
be concentrated on considerably more.
Our questions to the President daily drive him to make policy.
to us to raise these flags. We must do better in this area.

Rumsfeld looks

Another thing to emphasize is that we all need to be tougher and stop taking pat
answers. Don 1t take crap. The Senior staff needs to take time to give us proper
answers. We are the White House's face to the public. That is an important
role - as important as any other in the White House. We are one of the nine senior
offices in the White House. We are the largest staff. We need to have cooperation.

'
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PRESS OFFICE STAFF MEETING
Laurel Lodge - Camp David
Saturday - June 30
1975
10:15 am- 12:35 pm

Present:
Bill Roberts
Tom DeCair
Bob Mead
Eric Rosenburger
Jim Shuman
Connie Gerrard

Ron Nessen
Bill Greener
Jerry Warren
Jack Hushen'
Larry Speaks
Margita White

Ron Nessen began the meeting by saying he had been Press Secretary for
9 or 10 months and during that time changes for the better have been made.
The changes which have been inaugurated have bee in practice for about
six months, and now press relations are in a plateau. We need to think
about what we will do now. We inherited the press office system, and have
made some changes. But we need to explore what more we can do.
Jerry Warren will be leaving the staff. Jerry has been through a lot of
experience in the Press Office, and he will now give his ideas and thoughts
on our office and how it could be improved:
Jerry Warren: There is no way anyone can know what a member of the
Press Office staff goes through until he experiences it himself. These
observations are not intended to be taken personally, but are given in the
spirit of love for all of you.
It is a highly honored and unique situation to be a member of the Press
Office staff. The person who occupies the spot of Press Secretary is just
as subject to personal problems, temperments, as anyone else. But one
must go further when he holds the job. There is no way one can create the
ideal man with the perfect temperment for the job of Press Secretary.
It must be created in the job.

Overriding everything else is that we have a great opportunity now in the
press office. We don't have to live down Ron Ziegler. We didn't create him.
We can create our own set of circumstances. Let others then make the
comparisons. Drawing attention tothe past only strengthens them. The
thing to do is to change the conditions that existed then.
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The President has been unaffected by the slings and arrows.
should all follow his lead to not take things personally.

We

After the Olpihant cartoon on the front page of the Star, which showed
the President slipping down the steps in Austria, the President called
Oliphant and asked for the cartoon. It was a perfect move -- it
defanged Oliphant. We should let that be an example.
Things to 'keep in mind as the key concepts:
Professionalism. A quote by Jim Deakin on the Paul Duke show Monday
night is that this Press Secretary is the least prepared. We need to
spend time working on things like that. The Press Secretary needs
people with him and by him.
It is important to share information with each.

When you attend meetings,
and when getting information from contacts, remember that everyone
needs that information. The Press Secretary does not have time for
details. He gets the mood of the situation from the person providing
information. It is up to the staff to get the details, even if it means
taking abuse from other White House staff members who say they have
discussed this with the Press Secretary. Explain that he has the mood you need the details. Follow through and be thorough.
There are malcontents in the press who will do anything they can to make
the lives miserable of the press office. Is<?alte them! Let their peers
pressure them. Don't make them heroes. There are three types· of press
people who give trouble: cruel and sick, stupid, and those with their
hearts in the right place but still give the press office a very bad time.
Humor. There are many lessons of ill-timed humor. Latest example is
Secretary Butz joke that Jesus Christ got one wrong out of twelve.
After the issue of cover-up was raised by Mary McGrory in the June 6
briefing, Ron made the association in his mind. The reporters didn't make
the association. The association did not need to be re-enforced out loud.
Now it is a different ballgame with a different set of circumstances.
Confidence. The Press Secretary now has better access to the President
than any previous press secretary since Jim Haggerty. When a sticky subject
is raised, say something istead of ''I don't know. 11 That will come back to
haunt you. Even say, "I'll check" which doesn't mean, "I don't know" but
that a check will be made. It is a small but important distinction.
Confidence is gained by such things as reducing the briefing book to 1 I 8
of its present size, or carrying only a folder into the briefing. It is used
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now as a security blanket, and having it makes Ron relax. You should
obtain confidence from the staff, and not from knowing the answer is in the
briefing book.
Facial expressions also contribute to confidence. Through facial expression
people can be tipped off, who are looking for a soft spot. Do not look tense
or apprehensive. Be stone faced in briefings no matter what the line of
questioning.
Lessons from the Past:
The recent flare-up showed the danger of falling into the trap of "us against
them." You don't need to cater or to demean yourself. But you can't allow
the "us against them" attitude to set in, however. We see people around the
President who are not as strong as we are, leaking things that are damaging.
If you are accused of charges that can't be substantiated, forget it.
Many times in the past things have conveniently slipped the mind.
not work. A good example of this is the Connally meeting.

That will

When the Press Secretary shows someone a statement about to be read, and the
staff member is not sure it is the right thing, the staff member should not
hesitate to talk about it to be absolutely certain that it is the thing to do, and
that the information is correct.
In Washington the government and the press are missing a great opportunity to
strengthen their relationship. An effort should be made to get rid of little
nagging stories that have been around for a few year. White House should put
heat on ihe agencies to get out the facts and figures, even if it is embarrassing
information. In dealing with the agencies if they are ansy about putting out
information, still insist that they get out the facts.
Don 1 t let your contacts of£ with pat answers. Pin them to the wall for the
information that is necessary. Go back time and time again to get it correct.
Don't make the secretaries in the office press spokesmen.
paid for it, nor have experience for it.

They are not

An open administration does not mean no secret meetings of the President.
It means that we'll talk about it freely. You can't restrict who the President
sees.
Staff has to be used. Ferret out information. You can't take the information your
contacts provide and leave it at that. Look at it, examine it, think about it.
Go back again and again if necessary.
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Lou Cannon had a point in his piece on press relations. Through carelessness
a press officer could cause a reporter to write a misleading story. Frank
Cormier made a good point of civility and reasonableness also.
The best way
to have this happen is for the staff to set the example. Doing this will embolden
the John Osbornes, Don Bacons, Frank Cormiers, who see it.
Everyone might like to read the William Raspberry column on the unlearned
lesson of Watergate. A copy is attached.
Encouraging signs:
There are good editorials in major newspapers.

No knee-jerk reactions.

When you say something and it's true and you stick with it, people will believe
you. Example is the credibility in dealing with economy and solutions to it.
Source stories coming out of the White House when well founded and well thought
out are good. Let the positive stuff come out.

Staff Should be Better Used:
The 8:30 meetings are a waste of time. Key deputies should come with
questions and answers, and if their basic reading is not done, the meeting
should be delayed 15 or 20 minutes. By time of meeting, you should know
pressues points. We should think about the purpose of the meeting: What is
it designed to do?
The most important thing the staff can do is to get its hands dirty. Everyone
has to do everything. Everyone has to know what everyone else does. This
is particularly true in this busy period coming up with travel and campaign.
You can't live on past successes. You are never entirely finished with problems
or issues. Don't dismiss them because they seem over.
Press Office should involve Margita and her staff. They have definite things
they can do for the President. They are not a Press Office Farm Club, but have
much to do on their own: talk to groups, help to build mood in country, etc.
John Carlson works beautifully with Margita' s staff.
Legal approach to adversary relationship :
That's not a good definition. There needs to be a different approach, one of
a professional relationship and healthy skepticism.
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Ron Nessen then conducted a discussion on communications. One major
thing we need to work on is communication between upper and lower press
offices, and Margita' s operation. Jack and Larry could take more calls so
that Ron and Bill could do more work, if they had the same information as
Ron and Bill.
The information is not going upstairs to downstairs. Ron and Bill do the contact
work, and the reporters know where the information is, so they call upstairs.
It was suggested that each press officer have a definite responsibility so that
the areas can be divided up, and one person is the "expert" on different areas.
That person is the resource person during the day to take calls.
Internal communications must also be worked on. Copies of announcements
in briefings must be given to all. Copies of memos to Ron on guidance should
be given to each of the spokesmen. Ron has always said each press office
should have an identical briefing book to him. Everyone should have a copy of
the foreign guidance.
The staff felt the key to knowledge of the whole operation is the 8:30 am meeting.
That is the stepping point for the day. That meeting needs to be more disciplined.
We should have an agenda for that meeting: (1) Ron should brief the staff on
what was discussed in the Senior staff meeting.
(2) Aides should get in again
sometime during the day to discuss things. Perhaps 5 pm would be a good time
to get together to plan the next day. This portion could be with Greener.
It would help to have a change in the physical arrangements of the lower press
office.

One girl at the door not to answer phones, but to know all the information of what
releases would be coming when. They would answer questions so that press
don't have to wander in and make the area so congested.
Perhaps a change of location of the xerox machine could be made so that people
don't have to come in touse it.
The recording of announcements and briefing times help out a lot in cutting down
phone calls and routine queries.
There was a discussion of how often Ron is asked questions he doesn't know about?
Generally about 2% of the time. Ron is over prepared in topics in the briefing.
He is under prepared in the depth of important topics that he will be asked about.
Assignments were given for Bill Greener to look into the possibilities of
reconstruction of lower press office to incorporate 3 feet behind the podium
into space for the press office.
Jack Hushen will see that everyone in upper office gets copies of everything put
out so that ron and othersare informed.
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The suggestion of making more use of assistants in briefings was discussed.
Should Ron call assistants to podium to answer questions? However if the
expert is there, and we don't want to go any further, that presents a problem.
It works both ways.
Should we tape record the briefing for Press Office staff? Then assistants
could go back immediately to find out Ron's exact words if needed before the
transcript became available.
It_would be helpful if when Ron came out of Senior Staff meetings, and sessions
with the President, he would dictate the guidance given, which would then be
distributed to the other staff people.
On SchedYling news conferences and speeches, a good job is being done now
that Jerry Jones is doing the scheduling and trying to get one major news
event each day.
Someone from the press office should represent Ron to have
input on what is good from the news point of view. There are apparently no
set schedule meetings, and they are very unproductive.
Eric outlined the procedure that has been used in advance scheduling up to
now. Red Caveney has been working directly with Cheney and Rumsfeld. He
has been bypassing the scheduling people. Cavaney, Jerry Jones, Cheney
discuss a proposed trip and get an outline of it. Then the Advance office does
a pre-advance. When pre-advance concluded, Cavaney does memo to President,
which is almost always approved. If it is approved, then the advance goes out.
In the meantime if new circumstances arise, things must be worked out.
Ron should restate in Senior Staff meeting the need for cooperation in advance
planning with members of Press Office staff.
Bob Mead said that on road trips, the President should meet with the major
local anchormen in the large cities. We should get a good policy for announcing
upcoming trips. For requests for interviews with the President from papers
and stations throughout the country, they should be turned down nicely over
Ron's signature, then given to Eric to take with him to that particular city.
Special effort should be made to notify them and make sure they have local
credentials for the President's visit.
Pre-trip publicity needs to be improved. A press kit needs to be assembled
with information and pictures to stir up interest in getting crowds. The advance
person going out needs to be a low-key salesperson.
When there are critical letters after a trip, they should be given to Eric so that
he can make phone calls to smooth over things and see where problems can be
corrected.
If help is needed from editors and publishers, use Margita 1 s operation to assist.
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The image of the President in upcoming months was discussed. Bob
Mead said not every press conference needs to be on television. Meetings
where President's television appearances are discussed should be attended
by Bob or someone in his office. In upcoming campaign show him the decent
guy he is: with his good image. He could use teleprompter for short film
clips, etc. to enable the President to get used to it. The President should
make time in his day when Bob could go in and work with him or he could
practice by himself with a tape recorder or teleprompter.

In the upcoming campaign we need to think about the local issues in the
various places the President will visit, local press coverage, use of state=
ments on the issues, traveling press office on Air Force One, and to stayed
in with political experts.
In former days the Press Secretary would gather local press together at
the airport at one end of press area. Press Secretary would come over
and say hello. He would then bring the President over to meet local press.
National press would be there, but behind the local press. It was an effective
technique.
The departments and agencies were asked for input into local issues.
need to be careful on how that is handled if it is decided to do that.

We

Margita mentioned that we need to think about the relationship between the
campaign press office and the White House press office. The real danger
of the campaign press office is when it doesn't know who it has liaison with at
the White House.
Rules have to be made on millions of requests on publications. They need to
be coordinated through person and some ground rules need to be set up.
Margita will do a memo to Ron this week on that area, and give recommendations
to him for people to head the campaign press office.
On the President's announcement of his candidacy, the surprise element is
important. It has an impact on the people in the briefing room writing
stories. It shows the President cares enough to come and make the announcement himself. Plan as of now shows the President coming to the briefing
room July 7 or 8 without any prior announcement. Mrs. Ford, and any of the
children here will accompany him. Also Bo Callaway and David Packard.
Then the President will have lunch in the residence with Callaway and Packard
to talk about the campaign. That gets it out of the Oval Office, and yet shows
the President is interested.
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Tom will get for Ron a list of 50 political reporters that Bo Callaway could
have over for a Q and A session.
We should avoid blitzing the Sunday shows with political people because it will
be written up as one story. Harlow and Laird could be used on the morning
news shows the next day, and Callaway would go on Meet the Press, with the
largest viewing audience of Sunday talk show.
We should also send
of reporters.

Callaway a suggested press schedule along with the list

.
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fhe Unlearned Lesson of Watergate

· \Yhen I met him bst year, Ira Ro:;cn
-a Cornell Universtty senior at the
time-was disturbr;d on:r the number
of bright, well-educated young tncn
who m::naged to become involved in
the Watergate scandals.
lle thought he knew wh?. "lt's the
'cdl!cational system." he said. "lt's
geared toward chc<tting because of the
pressure to succeed."
Tioscn was still disturbed when I
had lunch with him the other day1hi!'< timr ht>c<~u~c w many of his contcmpornl'ies ~E:'cm to ha,·e learned so
little from tiH' \rC~tergate (•xperieli('C.
The unlcamed lc'oon. ns he set's it,
·Is that once \'Ou sti1rt rationalizin::!
actions that n;u know to be immoral
or un('thica\; it is \Tl'Y difficult to.
stop.
Ho<.cn, who is ·a n·rorter inf.ern for
columnist .Jack Anclcr,t.on. said hC' rC''c<'ntly inter\"icwecl 45 ront;rC'ssion~l ini-nns. and asked lhrm this question:
"\\'here would you draw the linC' if
YOU were :ISKC'cl bY \'0\11' tOJJ::!rCSS!ll;m
~r senator to do -soincthing ·that you
~~e Jie\·ed to be morally or ethically
1\Tong?''
Ouly about half of thPse bri glttest
and best said lhC'y would refuse the
assignment outright. The others gave
val'ious versions of: "Jt depends."
One Semttc intern said she woulrl
"do whatever my S('!1atOI' asked, beC'?.ttSC that's my job.'' Another said
"I'd do it and sweep il under the rug,
bceause that kind of thing goes on
r,l! the time.'' 1\o~Pn >reid the two in.tcrns, hoth women. indicated they
would do their l.Jos-:cs' biddin!! e\Tn if
thPv l;new tlw art to be le~all\· \\TOll~cin the other hand. one y~un'! wol11i!!l thought that "waitin.~ lll the unc-mplo~·ment line woulcl be a vi~tble
1\ltemiltivc to doin;.: something which

I think to he ethically or morally
wrong," Hosen reported. Another, in
her second year as intern to a conservative lircpublican, said she was
prepared to quit her job laot year if
her boss had ,,sked her to act in sup-port of· Presirknt ?\ixon.
In generaL however, Hosen said he
found that the interns he talked to
would h;n·e more misr~iYings about
working for a legislator whose politics
they disa;~recd with than about assi;::nments of questionable ethics or
legality.
It is all 'cry dislressinr~ to Rosen,
who thinks he would have little trouble
m:Jkin;::- the moral choices, C\ en at risl~
of losing his _job. "If you eontinue
::;aying ~-e.". )'C~--If you continue alon;:
the line~ of r;Jlionalization---wllerc do
you stop?'' he insisted.
Hosen Jat<'r a('kno\\'leclg"d that it
mi~ht not be :1s easy as ;dl·that.
He's ab~;:Jlut.ely certain that he
wouldn't bel p to· ;l!Tangc a brihe for
a senator m· en;::a;;c in illcg;d ads for
him. But he might:. tell a telephone
caller (falsely) that the boss was out;
obey a dire(·t orc!er to mail a congressman's private material in franked envelopes; write letters that seemed to
imply support of a meas:1rc that the
congressman intended to vo~e against,
and do otli<T mi~leading things short
of lying oun·ight.
Rosen w.1s <1eknowleclging that the
line bel ween ri.'!ht and wrong doesn't
always st.1y put.
Congres.-;ion:Jl interns :>elclorn get
asked to do things which, if discovered,
would c-rc<tle ~candals. _\,signmc:its
like tlwl l'l'll1l' much later, ~~ fter you've
alre<~dy pn•1·en your rcli:lhility ami.
trustworthiness by telling :;mall lies
<~nrl l~(HllllenaJwing bigr.cr one.q, They
bring ~·ou ;dong slow J y, Rnd aflcr

awhile you're williiJg to do nearly anything that isn't fbgrantly criminal--and later maybe you'll do that, too.
Take Hasen's advice <~nd avoid that
first white lie, and maybe you'll never
get the big stuff bcraus:~ you'll never
get promoted from office boy.
But that's too cynical. Probably nv1st
of the quesliona blc actions ·arc. not
tho~e that im·oh·e personal greed or
ambition but thO><' that invol\-e ~hort
cuts to an important goal: passing an
important bill, dcttir;;:: a- singularly
worthy candidat.e._nrotcl'lin;; an jmportani official fi'0•i1 !'c:wiiaJ w be
('illl he free rii go on cJqin:: import?n!.
thlll''S

~.

-

,:·ud I CPS \\';t!er;:,ale~.
\\'hat is less rlC':tr is \\·hat it t:t ·:••s
1o produce people like .\rchibald ('ox,
Elliot Hiehardson ;1nd \\'illi<Jm Hurkcl·
l'haus. who 'iJad sufficient faith of their
own moral com·iction to say no lc
a cl<'spC'r~.te president.
Suppo:;e their all it udc had been
more wiclcsprcild. Suppose Hobert
Dork had said "no'' to the firin,;:: of
Archico Cox, too, and the man wider
Bork, and so on. \\"ould that h<J\·~~
brought the gow-rnnwnt to a h:llt't
Or would it merely have halted the
cover-up?
You'd think that the tough moral
stance of a few honest men might
inspire some of us and that the dc,·ilstatin~
consequences of di&hom·;;ty
might instruct the rest of us. Such :1re
supposed to be t.he '·le~sons of Watergate."
13ul the lessons aren't quite so elrar
as lnt Hus:>n would h~n·e th!'m. Xnl
to the congrc~'ional iJ~Ierns and pot
to strai;:ht-aJT0\1" men like Ger<tld Ford
and Fr';mk Chun-h. who so soon aftC'r
Watl·t·~r.te, can a~:oni;:e o\·cr how llHich
of the- truth ahnut CIA crimes is in
tile public interest. to co\'er up.
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PRESS OFFICE STAF:F MEETING
Laurel Lodge - Camp David
Saturday - June 30
1975
10:15 am- 12:35 pm

Present:
Ron Nessen
Bill Greener
Jerry Warren
Jack Hushen
Larry Speaks
Margita White

Bill Roberts
Tom DeCair
Bob Mead
Eric Rosenburger
Jim Shuman
Connie Gerrard

Ron Nessen began the meeting by saying he had been Press Secretary for
9 or 10 months and during that time changes for the better have been made.
The changes which have been inaugurated have bee in practice for about
six months, and now press relations are in a plateau. We need to think
about _what we will do now. We inherited the press office system, and have
made some changes. But we need to explore what more we can do.
Jerry Warren will be leaving the staff. Jerry has been through a lot of
experience in the Press Office, and he will now give his ideas and thoughts
on our office and how it could be improved:
Jerry Warren: There is no way anyone can know what a member of the
Press Office staff goes through until he experiences it himself. These
observations are not intended to be taken personally, but are given in the
spirit of love for all of you.
It is a highly honored and unique situation to be a member of the Press
Office staff. The person who occupies the spot of Press Secretary is just
as subject to personal problems, temperments, as anyone else. But one
must go further when h·e holds the job. There is no way one can create the
ideal man with the perfect temperment for the job of Press Secretary.
It must be created in the job.

Overriding everything else is that we have a great opportunity now in the
press office. We don't have to live down Ron Ziegler. We didn't create him.
We can create our own set of circumstances. Let others then make the
comparisons. Drawing attention tothe past only strengthens them. The
thing to do is to change the conditions that existed then.
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The President has been unaffected by the slings and arrows.
should all follow his lead to not take things personally.

We

After the Olpihant cartoon on the front page of the Star, which showed
the President slipping down the steps in Austria, the President called
Oliphant and asked for the cartoon. It was a perfect move -- it
defanged Oliphant. We should let tha.t be an example.
Things to keep in mind as the key concepts:
Professionalism. A quote by Jim Deakin on the Paul Duke show Monday
night is that this Press Secretary is the least prepared. We need to
spend time working on things like that. The Press Secretary needs
p~ople with him and by him.
It is important to share information with each.

When you attend meetings,
and when getting information from contacts, remember that everyone
needs that information. The Press Secretary does not have time for
details. He gets the mood of the situation from the person providing
information. It is up to the staff to get the details, even if it means
takihg abuse from other White House staff members who say they have
discussed this with the Press Secretary. Explain that he has the mood
you ne.ed. the details. Follow through and be thorough.
There are malcontents in the press who will do anything they can to make
the lives miserable of the press office. Is<:>_alte them! Let their peers
pressure them. Don't make them heroes. There are three types of press
people who give trouble: cruel and sick, stupid, and those with their
hearts in the right place but still give the press office a very bad time.
Humor. There are many lessons of ill-timed humor. Latest example is
Secretary Butz joke that Jesus Christ got one ·wrong out of twelve.
After the issue of cover-up was raised by Mary McGrory in the June 6
briefing, Ron made tpe association in his mind. The reporters didn't make
the association. The association did not need to be re-enforced out loud.
Now it is a different ballgame with a different set of circumstances.
Confidence. The Press Secretary now has better access to the President
than any previous press secretary since Jim Haggerty. When a sticky subject
is raised, say something istead of "I don't know. 11 That will come back to
haunt you. Even say, "I'll check 11 which doesn 1t mean, "I don't know'' but
that a check will be made. It is a small but important distinction.
Confidence. is gained by such things as reducing the briefing book to 1/8
of its present size, or carrying only a folder into the briefing. It is used
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now as a security blanket, and having it makes Ron relax. You should
obtain confidence from the staff, and not from knowing the answer is in the
briefing book.
Facial expressions also contribute to confidence. Through facial expression
people can be tipped of£, who are looking for a soft spot. Do not look tense
or apprehensive. ·Be stone faced in briefings no matter what the line of
questioning.
Lessons from the Past:
The recent flare-up showed the danger of falling into the trap of nus against
them. n You don't need to cater or to demean yourself. But you can't allow
the nus against themn attitude to set in, however. We see people around the
Presid·ent who are not as strong as we are, leaking things that are damaging.
If you are accused of charges that can't be substantiated, forget it.
Many times in the past things have conveniently slipped the mind.
not work. A good example of this is the Connally meeting.

That will

When the Press Secretary shows ·someone a statement about to be read, and the
staff member is not sure it is the right thing, the staff member should not
hesitate to talk about it to be absolutely certain that it is the thing to do, and
that the information is correct.
In Washington the government and the pre? s are missing a great opportunity to
strengthen their relationship. An effort should be made to get rid of little
nagging stories that have been around for a few year. White House should put
heat on the agencies to get out the facts and figures, even if it is embarrassing
information. In dealing with the agencies if they are ansy about putting out
information, still insist that they get out the facts.
Don't let your contacts off with pat answers. Pin them to the wall for the
information that is necessary. Go back time and time again to get it correct.
Don't make the secretaries in the office press spokesmen.
paid for it, nor have experience for it.

They are not

An open administration does not mean no secret meetings of the President.
It means that we'll talk about it freely. You can't restrict who the President
sees.
Staff has to be used. Ferret out information. You can't take the information your
contacts provide and leave it at that. Look at it, examine it, think about it.
Go back again and again if necessary.
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Lou Cannon had a point in his piece on press relations. Through carelessness
a press officer could cause a reporter to write a misleading story. Frank
Cormier made a good point of civility and reasonableness also.
The best way
to have this happen is for the staff to set the example. Doing this will embolden
the John Osbornes, Don Bacons, Frank Cormiers, who see it.
Everyone might like to read the William Raspberry column on the unlearned
lesson of Watergate. A copy is attached.
Encouraging signs:
There are good editorials in major newspapers.

No knee-jerk reactions.

When you say something and it 1 s tr.ue and you stick with it, people will believe
you. Example is the credibility in dealing with economy and solutions to it.
Source stories coming out of the White House when well founded and well thought
out are good. Let the positive stuff come ol,lt.
Staff Should be Better Used:
The 8:30 meetings are a waste of time. Key deputies should come with
questions and answers, and if their basic reading is not done, the meeting
should be delayed 15 or 20 minutes. By time of meeting, you should know
pressues points. We should think about the purpose of the meeting: What is
it designed to do?
The most important thing the staff can do is to get its hands dirty. Everyone
has to do everything. Everyone has to know. what everyone else does. This
is particularly true in this busy period coming up with travel and campaign.
You can 1 t live on past successes. You are never entirely finished with problems
or issues. Don 1t dismiss them because they seem over.
Press Office should involve Margita and her staff. They have definite things
they can do for the President. They are 'not a Press Office Farm Club, but have
much to do on their own: talk to groups, help to build mood in country, etc.
John Carlson works beautifully with Margita 1 s staff.
Legal approach to adversary relationship :
That 1 s not a good definition. There needs to be a different approach, one of
a professional relationship and healthy skepticism.
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Ron Nessen then conducted a discussion on communications. One major
thing we need to work on is communication between upper and lower press
offices, and Margita 1 s operation. Jack and Larry could take more calls so
that Ron and Billcould do more work, if they had the same information as
Ron and Bill.
The information is not going upstairs to downstairs. Ron and Bill do the contact
work, and the reporters know where the information is, so they call upstairs.
It was suggested that each press officer have a definite responsibility so' that
the areas can be divided up, and one person is the "expert'' on different areas.
That person is the resource person during the day to take calls.
Internal communications must also be worked on. Copies of announcements
in briefings must be given to all. Copies of memos to Ron on guidance should
be given to each of the spokesmen~ Ron has always said each press office
should have an identical briefing book to him. Everyone should have a copy of
the foreign guidance.
The staff felt the key to knowledge of the whole operation is the 8:30 am meeting.
That is the stepping point for the day. That meeting needs to be more disciplined.
We should have an agenda for that meeting: (1) Ron should brief the staff on
what was discussed in the Senior staff meeting.
(2) Aides should get in again
sometime during the day to discuss things. Perhaps 5 pm would be a good time
to get together to plan the next day. This portion could be with Greener.
It would help to have a change in the physical arrangements of the lower press
office.

One girl at the door not to answer phones, but to know all the information of what
releases would be coming when. They would answer questions so that press
don't have to wander in and make the area so congested.
Perhaps a change of location of the xerox machine could be made so that people
don't have to come in to use it.
The recording of announcements and briefing times help out a lot in cutting down
phone calls and routine queries.
There was a discussion of how often Ron is asked questions he doesn't know about?
Generally about 2% of the time. Ron is over prepared in topics in the briefing.
He is under prepared in the depth of important topics that he will be asked about.
Assignments were given for Bill Greener to look into the possibilities of
reconstruction of lower press office to incorporate 3 feet behind the podium
into space for the press office.
Jack Hushen will ~ee that everyone in upper office gets copies of everything put
out so that ron and othersare informed.
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The suggestion of making more use of assistants in briefings was discussed.
Should Ron call assistants to podium to answer questions? However if the
expert is there, and we don't want to go any further, that presents a problem.
It works both ways.
Should we tape record the briefing for Press Office staff? Then assistants
could go back immediately to find out Ron 1 s exact words if needed before the
transcript became available.
It would be helpful if when Ron came out of Senior Staff meetings, and sessions

with the President, he would dictate the guidance given, which would then be
distributed to the other staff people.
On Sched"liding news conferences and speeches, a good job is being done now
that Jerry Jones is doing the scheduling and trying to get one major news
event each day.
Someone from the press office should represent Ron to have
input on what is good from the news point of view. There are apparently no
set schedule meetings, and they are very unproductive.
Eric outlined the procedure that has been used in advance scheduling up to
now. Red Caveney has been working directly with Cheney and Rumsfeld. He
has been bypassing the scheduling people. Cavaney, Jerry Jones, Cheney
discuss a proposed trip and get an outline of it. Then the Advance office does
a pre-advance. When pre-advance concluded, Cavaney does memo to President,
which is almost always approved. If it is approved, then the advance goes out.
In the meantime if new circumstances ari_se, things must be worked out.
Ron should restate in Senior Staff meeting the need for cooperation in advance
planning with members of Press Office staff.
Bob Mead said that on road trips, the President should meet with the major
local anchormen in the large cities. We should get a good policy for announcing
upcoming trips. For requests for interviews with the President from papers
and stations throughout the country, they should be turned down nicely over
Ron 1 s signature, then given to Eric to take with him to that particular city.
Special effort should be made to notify them and make sure they have local
credentials for the President 1 s visit.
Pre-trip publicity needs to be improved. A press kit needs to be assembled
with information and pictures to stir up interest in getting crowds. The advance
person going out needs to be a low-key salesperson.
When there are critical letters after a trip, they should be given to Eric so that
he can make phone calls to smooth over things and see where problems can be
corrected.
If help is needed from editors and publishers, use Margita 1 s operation to assist.
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The image of the President in upcoming months was discussed. Bob
Mead said not every press conference needs to be on television. Meetings
where Pre sident 1 s television appearances are discussed should be attended
by Bob or someone in his office. In upcoming campaign show him the decent
guy he is: with his good image. He could use teleprompter for short film
clips, etc. to enable the President to get used to it. The President should
make time in his day when Bob could go in and work with him or he could
practice by himself with a tape recorder or teleprompter.

In the upcoming campaign we need to think about the local issues in the
various places the President will visit, local press coverage, use of state=
ments on the issues, traveling press office on Air Force One, and to stayed
in with political experts •
...
In former days the Press Secretary would gather local press together at
the airport at one end of press area. Press Secretary would come over
and say hello. He would then bring the President over to meet local press.
National press would be there, but behind the local press. It was an effective
technique.
The departments and agencies were asked for input into local issues.
need to be careful on how that is handled if it is decided to do that.

We

Margita mentioned that we need to think about the relationship between the
campaign press office and the White House press office. The real danger
of the campaign press office is when it doesn't know who it has liaison with at
the White House.
Rules have to be made on millions of requests on publications. They need to
be coordinated through person and some ground rules need to be set up.
Margita will do a memo to Ron this week on that ·area, and give recommendations
to him for people to head the campaign press office.
On the President's announcement of his candidacy, the surprise element is
important. It has an impact on the people in the briefing room writing
stories. It shows the President cares enough to come and make the announcement himself. Plan as of now shows the President coming to the briefing
room July 7 or 8 without any prior announcement. Mrs • .Ford, and any of the
children here will accompany him. Also Bo Callaway and David Packard~
Then the President will have lunch in the residence with Callaway and Packard
to talk about the campaign. That gets it out of the Oval Office, and yet shows
the President is interested.

-8Tom will get for Ron a list of 50 political reporters that Bo Callaway could
have over for a Q and A session.
We should avoid blitzing the Sunday shows with political people because it will
be written up as one story. Harlow and Laird could be used on the morning
news shows the next day, and Callaway would go on Meet the Press, with the
largest viewing audience of Sunday talk show.
We should also send
of reporters.

Callaway a suggested press schedule along with the
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MEMORANDCM
THE WI:IITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

June 26, 1975

MEMORANDUM TO RON NESSEN

HUSHEN~

FROM:

JACK

SUBJECT:

Topics for Discussion at Camp David

As I mentioned the other day, our operation ~~m.ha:v:.a_bit ..a._flat
~ jn ou!_r.eJa.t_!~..~e prJ::Sf!._~:.-.,This is due to a variety
of factors, to which both sides have contributed, but a summer offensive might serve to convince the newsmen that we really are trying
to assist them. I have set forth in outline form some ideas which I
think have merit in this area. Also enclosed in this memo are some
items for discussion about the internal operation of the office.

1.

Briefings should start at 10:30 a.m. and should be held every day
except when the President is travelling.
a.

Reporters are never sure just when the briefing will
start even when we tell them in the morning. And,
when it slips past noon, they really get irritated because their time is being eroded by what they think is
an inconsiderate Press Secretary -- and they don't
like it.

b.

Late briefings reduce coverage of Administration positions
because afternoon papers do not makeover lil;;e they used
to and second day stories are usually very abreviated
because of the play given by evening TV news shows and
morning papers.

c.

After nine months as Press Secretary, you have a solid
foundation of knowledge about Administration positions.
Therefore, you really need very little preparation, but
when you finally brief, you are about as well prepared as
the President is for one of his press conferences. Too
much staff time is spent anticipating questions that never
get asked -- as you know and complain about. If a
question were to come up during the early briefing that
you weren't ready for, you could easily say that you
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didn't have time to check it. We have a good record
for responding to left-over questions before the day
is out.
d.

You do not need to see the President before you brief,
primarily because you are well versed on Administration
positions. On days that you were not able to see the
President before briefing, you would have a natural
fall-back position on certain question>: You'd like to
check with the Presidert before responding to a particular question. As it is now, we have no fall-back
position because we supposedly have anticipated every
question, talked with all senior aides and had a lengthy
discussion with the President.

e.

Don R umsfeld may be in favor of fewer briefings, but nothing
gets the press corps' back up quicker than the feeling that
you are ducking them. Our image as an open administration
has been fading, partially due to the strong impression
that the President's communicator would rather not
communicate, given a half-way legitimate excuse to
cancel a briefing. The press' image of you as their lever
into the Presidency and the White House is under attack
and needs shoring up. The benefits of not briefing do not
begin to match the eroding of the office's reputation, to
say nothing of how it reflects on the President.

f.

On days when a press conference is scheduled, or other
events are crowding up the schedule, Bill Greener
(or myself) could be the briefer. The newsmen would
automatically know that the news quotient would be
reduced and therefore would cut off the briefing quicker,
but by having a deputy available, it would at least allow
for housekeeping questions -- which are important to the
wires and the regulars.

g.

By starting at 10:30, you'll find that most reporters are
even less prepared than they are at ll: 30. For ore thing,
they won't have time to sit around the briefing room reading the Post and the Times for an hour waiting for the
Press Secretary. We can probably do a better job of anticipating their questions under that kind of schedule than
we do now.

h.

II.

-
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In conclusion, I think you would score solid points by
announcing that you have adopted an earlier and daily
briefing schedule. If we are the open Administration
we say we are, let's be out there every day finding out
what's on the public's mind.

Briefings should be made available to all networks for audio taping, but
Press Office permission must be obtained before airing actualities.
a.

The use of actualities will put more Presidential positions
and statements on the air in the words we want to use
even though it will be in the Press Secretary's voice. This
is an area that is ripe for exploitation.

b.

Virtually every radio station in the country subscribes
to one of the nine network news services which cover the
White House full time: ABC, CBS, NBC, Mutual. Westinghouse, Storer, UP! Audio, AP Radio

c.

Networks must understcnd in advance that while the
entire briefing may be taped, nothing could be aired without the express permission of the Press Secretary. :Ihis
would have to be an iron-clad agreement because there
will be times when the nets really want to air something
that makes the White House look like it is run by bumbling
amateurs, and they will have to accept our decision without a lot of argument.

d.

This could be the forerunner of a similar program for
video coverage. We are also missing the boat in this
area, but not as much as the radio actualities.

e.

It would give the Administration a better chance to market
its other spokesmen --the Lynns, Zarbs, Simons,
Cannons, etc. who, for the mostpart, labor in anonymity.
They could take a more active role in the briefings.

f.

As we get into the campaign, we will be looking for ways to
market our message free --due to the strictures of the
Campaign Act. Radio actualities are an excellent way of
doing this.

III.
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Improve information liaison within Press Office and between Press
Office and other key departmental spokesmen.
a.

The lower press office is less knowledgable about
White House activities now than it was two months ago,
which reduces its usefulness.

b.

The reason most of the phone calls go to upper office is
that newsmen quickly learn who has information to
impart.

c.

A remedy for this situation would be to divide up are as
of responsibility 1'30 that the entire professional staff is
more involved in White House activities. This made a
significant improvement in the flow of information at
the Justice Department when this type of operation was
set up there. Where possible, the specific individual
will act as a spokesman for the White House in that area.

d.

Assign responsibility to certain upper staff members for
talking daily with press spokesmen at Defense and State
to stay more on top of problem areas and breaking news
stories.

e.

Personnel actions should be discussed informally with
staff members before being announced generally. The
more the action affects the whole staff, the more the
whole staff should be consulted. --or advised privately
before the final decision is made. This can be a real
morale builder, if handled properly.

IV. The Press Secretary should form his own ''kitchen cabinet" or "transition
group" to obtain a different perspective than the staff can supply.
a.

The Press Office seems to be slowly moving away from
press corps, and such a move should tend to reverse that
direction. The meeting with the newsmen after the
Vladivostok trip, for instance, was of immense benefit
in restoring the office's credibility with the press corps.
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b.

The Press Secretary will get a better idea of the job
that he -- and his staff -- are doing. Also, it will give
the press a sounding board and might tend to diffuse
some of the criticism.

c.

Membership should be limited to no more than five or
seven persons drawn from the following areas:
1.

Persons covering the WhiteHouse who are
personal friends. This could only consist of
one or two people.

2.

Former associates at NBC (one or two).

3.

Former press secretaries (one, if possible).

4.

Newsmen who formerly covered White House
who you know well. (one or two)

5.

Close friends whose judgement you trust.

(one)

List should be discussed with staff before final selecticn
to insure best candidates. Names will not be disclosed publicly.
V.

Press Office assistance for state dinners should cease.
Press Office should handle entire event.

Mrs. Ford's

a.

Arranging coverage of these dinners takes up a large
amount of time that could be better spent on West Wing
problems.

b.

Dinners require staff member (usually Bill Roberts)
to wear a tux to each event, even though he is never
invited to any of the festivities and usually can't mve
before 1:00 <i· m.

c.

Press coverage is limited to a pool and the East Wing
can handle it with a minimum of effort.

d.

The Press Office does all the work for the arrival
ceremony.

VI.

V.
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Press Secretary should operate with self-imposed limits on certain
areas of discussion.
a.

Press Office prides itself on being responsive, but we
may be too responsive.

b.

Too many White House reporters depend solely on the
briefings for their livelihood, so they will try to get
all their answers from the Press Secretary.

c.

With the frequency of Presidential Press Conferences,
Press Secretary should make greater use of phrase:
11
That's something you'll have to ask the President
about. 11

d.

Reporters will accept a shut-off comment such as:
11
That' s not a subject tm t I will discuss from this
podium. 11 At the best, they will have a story that you
refused to discuss it, but at worst, a misstatement,
may force us to issue a clarification that compromises
an Administration policy or initiative.

e.

There is no way the Press Office can answer all the
questions posed, so Press Secretary should not worry
about not engaging in a particular line of questioning.

f.

Answers to questions that are developed during the briefing should contain all relevant information -- or held
until conclusion of briefing. (John Connally visit is
case in point.)

Other items that need to be discus sed:
a.

Resolution of NSC-Pr ess Office contact situation.

b.

A replacement for Ed Savage. (Press is complaining
that they have no one to talk to for foreign policy background).

c.

Daily announcements should be xeroxed for lower press
office personnel.

Press Office Staff Meeting
Saturday, June 27, 1975
Laurel Lodge
3:15 - 5:45pm
Present:
Those attending morning meeting, plus spouses of the staff, for the
first part of the meeting

Ron opened the session by saying that some spouses were attending the afternoon
meeting. They were invited to let them know what their spouses go through at
the office.
The President believes everyone shpuld have a vacation. If he does, he performs
better.··· You should sign up for a week or two off, and let Bill Greener know
when you want to be gone.
Jim Shuman is reorganizing the news summary and briefing book for the
President's press conferences. We need to talk about press conferences and
about the President's image.
President's Image
We need to give attention to a series of fetoes which were sustained in Congress
which portray the President as a strong leader; however they are portrayed
·by the President's opponents ·negatively, as the President being against people,
against jobs, etc.
Jim Shuman started the discussion by calling attention to two negative articles
on the President in newspapers. We should in daily briefings and contacts with
the press and in forums for Presidential speeches and statements stress the
. point that what the President is doing is being done ·for strong economic reasons.
For the Federal government to step in would affect the economy in ways over a
long period that would be damaing.
Jim Shuman, in preparing the President's briefing book, has access to the
President• s thinking and the way he expresses himslef. He can draft answers
based on the facts of the matter and influence the President's wording that 'Nay.
After President vetoed bill in each case except the Strip Mining Bill, it has
,gone back to Congress, been reworked and an acceptable and meaningful bill has
come back out. which the President has signed. The President is aware of this.
This point should be made by Ron and others subtly-- ''getting out the line 11 •
The President could say in his signing statement, something like 11 once again
Congress has been responsible for bringing back a reasonable bill. 11
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We have a chance to communicate the philosophy of government which is
limited which realizes it can't do everything for everybody.
In daily
contact with press, if you can present this in a subtle way, it doesn't
make the President look like a 1930's Republican.
Someone has to put this in r he tor ic. It has to be said in a number of ways -planted to columnists. One problem is that the President is giving speeches
and has nothing to say. A good example is the NAACP speech Monday.
It is hard for speechwriters to give the President new, fresh rhetoric and
ideas. There seems to be the philosophy developed of not throwing money
away. We must take risks in doing speeches to give new material.

They need new, fresh thinking ·relevent to today' s problems and today' s
political mood. That kind of. thinking is not all tied together -- it is somewhat risky but there is a high possibility of success and high rewards.
Bob Goldwin had a good point. He said it can be argued that the President
has old, tired, free enterprize policies. But it can be agreed the country
sees ~hat now is the time that these policies are working.
A good example is the Hugh Sidey piece on normalcy and the Tom Brokaw interviews in Iowa.
The Press Office has had the opportunity to get our ideas included. We have
written parts of speeches. We are given chance for input into speeches. We
need to get ideas in to work.
We should portray the President as a courageous decision maker who makes
decisions not popular at the time. This theme could be used in the year-end
list of accomplishments. Also highlighted sho~ld be the slow approach to
the economy.
We could say the President has definite ideas which are now timely.
The New York Daily News and other newspapers are doing their year-end
pieces now. We need to get going on material and get this organized.
The Cabinet reports on accomplishments are due on Thursday.
On the subject of vetoes, the President has vetoed 33 bills - 6 have come
back in better form. We should concentrate on high visibility ones, and
also be careful since some bills the President signs go beyond what he said
our boundaries would be.
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Let's get out that the President wants to do the right thing. Congress has
proposed wrong things. We don't need to be defensive on it.
The idea of wanting to get the government out of things is right in line.
don't need to be defensive. He's winning people over.

We

In the long range, the President's association with Bicentennial events is another

problem. He needs to be involved in long term themes: where Arr1eriea is
coming from, where it v.a nts to go.
The .President should identify himself with the spirit of the nation. How does
he do it? By accepting 100, 000 events in his book? People in country are
very excited by their local events commemorating the Bicentennial. The
PresJdent needn't go to all of them.
The President should go to 4 or 5 events because he does it in the spirit of
America. Themes, not events should be the determination.
We will check into Adam Clymer's idea of an historian at the White House.

BRIEFINGS
'

Ron started the discussion by asking for ideas on what's right and wrong with
how the briefing works •. Jack has prepared a memo outlining the areas of
thought. Everyone has read the memo. ·We don't intentionally want to irritate
the press corps by letting briefing times slide. We use the excuse of getting
prepared, and we are too prepared for the questions not asked. Let's get a
flat starting time and stick to whatever time we have announced.
Everybody agrees we need daily briefings of some sort. How do we control
them?
If we ask the departments to take technical questions, attendance will
slack off, and we spend the rest of the day getting reporters together with
people in the departments. We now spend 6 hours a day on preparing for the
briefing. This takes away from our other responsibilities.
One reporter suggested someone should go through the press room informally
early in the mar ning to find out the areas of interest.
Ron as Press Secretary should spend his time on key things, not getting extra
guidance. If the staff moves out and gets substance and brings it together,
we'll alleviate Ron 1 s having to do that.
If we go to a fixed briefing time and don't have key issues, we can go out and
say we're not prepared. We can have the reporters give their questions to
Larry, Bill anc;] other staff unless it is a big issue.
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Reporters will accept it is the truth if we say we have not had time to prepare
on that. We should know about items the night before that will be questions the
·next day. Don't wait until the next morning.
The two briefing system in the morning was proposed by some reporters.
Someone would go out at 9 or 9:30 and get rid of the routine announcements.
Whatever questions can be answered then should be answered. Questions that
can't be answered should be checked for answers and given at the 11:30 or
12 o'clock briefing. Two-a-day briefings should be looked at as another opportunity to get the President's word out to the PM papers.
If we lock ourselves to a system, it's better for a 10:30 briefing with routine

announcements released at 9:30 a.m. The schedule with lots of details could be
available the night before. Jack or Bill G. could go out and test the waters with
the first briefing. The drawback is that the antagonisim is greater if we can't
go on as scheduled •

...

It doesn't matter what time the briefing is if we do it at the same time every

day - they are happy with the 11:30 time, if we stick to it.
If we post things at the same tirr e every day even the one-man bureaus will
drop by to see if anything was released affecting their area.

Upto now, we have used the system of important things being posted in the
morning and routine things in the afternoon.
Announcements would not necessarily be in the briefing transcript, since the
weekly compilation of Presidential documents is really the official record of
items released by the White House.
Bill Roberts has suggested that we do a ;daily compilation of press office
releases at the end of the day. We are now doing that in one form of the cover
sheet for the briefing listing our releases, but it would be an excellent idea
to do an end-of-the-day sheet on everything released so no one could complain
they didn't know we released something.
Proposed timing for

mak~ng

material available each day:

10:30 am

Posting of:
Very detailed schedule for the day
Routine announcements

11:30 am

Daily briefing by Ron (or Bill G. if Ron is tied up in meetings)
Ron comes in if finished before briefing conclues, and
carries on with information he has

3:30pm

Posting of any items not ready for morning briefing

5:00pm

Summary of everything put out today
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Every posting is the responsibility of Jack Hushen.
Maybe Ron should wander into the briefing room between 3:30 and 4 pm
each day. If he. made it periodic, he could informally answer questions
then.
The press might save their questions :::or then.
Perhaps we should reinstate the policy we had previously of having something
positive at the beginning of each briefing. That practice was a good on,e, and
has fallen by the wayside. We could start by saying ''The President was
pleased this morning ••.•• 11
One suggestion from a report was that the press is not given Ron's viewpoint,
but that Ron stick to the facts and get those out without his opinion intertwined.
We would still be getting the facts out in a positive manner. It would also work
well by starting an answer saying, "well you know •• 11 and give two paragraphs
of a low-key "lecture". Don't criticize, but state the facts very positively.
The President believes this and this. Give them a deeper, more informative
idea of the President's views.
AnotheF area is that we need to fight harder for what we want from the
President in meeting with him. each morning. If we had done that with the
Rockefeller Commission report, all of our problems on whether it would be
released could have been alleviated. We need to tell the President when the
answer he gives isn't sufficient, and we need further information. The President doesn't mind. Let's be more forceful in presenting our views to him,
and press him a little when we know what avenue the questions will take.
Helen Thomas has said Press Secretaries are afraid to talk to the President and
ask him the necessary question. There may be some truth to that.
There are too many staff people in Ron's morning meeting with the President.
Lately it has been used for Congressional suggestions from Marsh, or Hartmann
suggestions for appointments. The Press Secretary should meet with the
President without other White House staff in there -- preferably alone. He
could then check whatever facts he needed to after that discussion, with others
on the Senior staff. If tlie President had to be consulted after discussions with
senior staff, he could call the President.
Maybe that would waste the President's
time - it's better for senior staff to be there.
It is imperative that when the Press Secretary gets Presidential decisions, he
feeds it into the system, to get it accomplished. An example of this not being
done was the way the situation was handled where Jerry Warren was the Presid ent 1 s representative to the Eugene Pullium funeral.
It would probably be a good idea to have one other staff person in Ron's meeting
with the President for just this purpose - to implement the decisions the
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President makes, and also for coordinating the President's instructions.
This person (Cheney or Rumsfeld) would just be an observer to discussions of
press matters, and not have the power to veto what the President and Ron
decided.
If the briefings were in a more informal setting, they would be less hostile.
We could reate a l.ess formal setting by putting a platform in the center of the
long wall by the collonade, which would eliminate rows and rows of reporters,
and would make the atmosphere more in a semi-circle. It should be elevated
so Ron could be seen - there could be a small riser. Ron could use a stool
and lavalier microphone, with the podium off to the side.
Or he could sit by
the entrance door, on a table, with a lavalier mike. This would encourage
informality.
Informality
could also be accomplished by reducing the number of aides that
follow Ron into the briefing. There should only be two -- the others should
sit in Jack's office and listen so they would hear when they are supposed to
provide information.
Monday we could do things the routine way, and announce the new procedure.
Tuesday would begin the new procedure, and the new logistical set-up.
Ron should maintain control of the briefings. He can turn to a different side
of the room if hostile questions arise from the malcontents on one side.
It could control a little the fact that some reporters use briefings as ego trips if
he could turn away from. them.

Audio taping and broadcast use of briefings:
The briefing is a way to get the President's message out, as Jack says in his
memo. We need to get all the free time we can during the campaign because of
the new campaign laws. Need to use it as an opportunity to 11
out the line".
However some kind of control needs to be used over its release to prevent editing
and piecing together semgents to distort the contents or meaning.
Peer pressure would be brought to bear if someone like Kinsolving used reporters
questions the wrong way on the recording. Fred Barnes started a new thing by
criticizing reporters questions in the piece he did in the Star.
One point is if we are trying for informality in briefings, and then tape them,
they must be more formal. The two objectives are incompatible.
The briefings must be organized subtly - they can't be in a truly informal setting.
Ron must have it in his mind for every word and every question that he controls
the briefing, and how it would sound on actualities.
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We will take time out of the schedule each day this week to go over the
briefing transcript, along with listening to the tape to see what would happen
if it were recorded and edited by radio reporters.
If we have two areas in the briefing room-- one for formal briefings and one
for informal briefings, won't the press feel like we are trying to cram things
down their throats by chosing who we place in the different set-ups?

The press will ask what happened at Camp David? Ron can say one of the things
that was discussed and considered was at the end of the briefing we could do
portions for sound and film.
Monday we could say before the briefing starts: 11 1 know you 1 re wondering what
we talked about ·at Camp David, and here is one thing: We have had frequent
requests for sound and film of briefings. We are receptive to requests for
tapes of briefings.
This will give the radio people more money - because they will have actualities.
CBS now asks almost every day for recordings.
Maybe we should be subtle instead - let the word out that if they want some tapes
of some topic, we are receptive.
Another idea would be Ron could do for sound and film after the breifing, the topic
of interest, instead of allowing taping in the actual priefing. One mult could be
used for both radio and television. The wire reporters could watch the proceedings.
It would be controlled so it wouldn't turn into another briefing.

-

The Press Office schedule must fit together with the new briefing schedule. Ron
doesn't feel like he has enough information when he goes into the Senior Staff
meetings in the morning - he needs more information on the announcements for
the day, and our plans for the schedule. We should have all that is done in the
8:30 meeting concluded before the Senior Staff meeting at 8 a.m. so that Ron can
discuss it there.
Everyone could come in at 7:30 to discuss the day's activities. The morning
notes would have arrived at 7:15am from the News Summary office. John
Carlson would come in at 7:50 after his meeting to brief Ron on what to expect
in that area for the· day. All the morning reading should be done by that time.
The clippings would have to be done by then. Larry Brock (the summer intern)
should come in at 6 a.m. to get the clippings and overnight wires done by the
earlier time.
The rest of the morning could then be used for suggestions of input into what
the President does, and to concentrate on major points. We should be raising
flags and flagging trouble spots. More could be concentrated on this area.
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At 8:30 at the tonclusion of the Senior Staff meeting, Ron could then give a
report on what went on in Senior Staff, and the staff should have answers
ready on the questions that were discussed between 7:30 and 8:00a.m. We'll
identify areas that need further discussion with the President and senior staff,
and lay out the answers we already have. We need to have the right questions
and the right follow-up questions. This meeting needs to be more disciplined
and productive.
It is difficult following the briefing not to relax a 1 ittle and take the accumulated

miscellaneous phone calls. We need to get busy preparing answers for w:hatever
questions we know will come up the next day in the briefing - start right on.
Ron emphasized we are falling down on our advisory role to the President as to
when he should do thing::; for the best press coverage, etc. That area needs to
be concentrated on considerably more.
Our que·stions to the President daily drive him to make policy.
to us to raise these flags. We must do better in this area.

Rumsfeld looks

Another thing to emphasize is that we all need to be tougher and stop taking pat
answers. Don't take crap. The Senior staff .needs to take time to give us proper
answers. We are the White House• s face to the public. That is an important
role - as important as any other in the White House. We are one of the nine senior
offices in the White House. We are the largest staff. We need to have cooperation.
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June 26, 1975

MEMORANDUM TO RON NESSEN
JACK HUSHEN

FROM:
. SUBJECT:

·-:-

Topics for Discussion at Camp David

As I mentioned the other day, our

op~_l25l.ti<:>.n-_s_e<;msJo.

have.hit.a.flat

_SJN.LitL()_lJ:!'_E~lations :y~th the_PF..~~~,.<;:o~ps_. __._This is due to a variety
of"factors, to which both sides have contributed, but a summer offensive might Eerve to convince the newsmen that we really are trying
to assist them. I have set forth in outline form some ideas which I
think have merit in this area. Also enclosed in this memo are some
items for discussion about the internal operation of the office.

1.

Briefings should start at 10:30 a.m. and should be held every day
except when the President is travelling.
a.

Reporters are never sure just when the briefing will
start even when we tell them in the morning. And,
when it slips past noon, they really get irritated because their time is being eroded by what they think is
an inconsiderate Press Secretary -- and they don't
like it.

b.

Late briefings reduce coverage of Administration positions
because afternoon papers do not makeover like they used
to and second day stories are usually very abreviated
because of the play given by evening TV news shows and
morn~ng papers.

c.

After nine months as Press Secretary, you have a solid
foundation of knowledge about Administration positions.
Therefore, you really need very little preparation, but
when you finally brief, you are about as well prepared as
the President is for one of his press conferences. Too
much staff time is spent anticipating questions that never
get asked -- as you know and complain about. If a
question were to come up during the early briefing that
you weren't ready for, you could easily say that you
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didn't have time to check it. We have a good record
for responding to left-over questions before the day
is out.
d.

You do not need to see the President before you brief,
primarily because you are well versed on Administration
positions. On days that you were not able to see the
President before briefing, you would have a natural
fall-back position on certain questions: You'd like to
check with the President before responding to a particular question. As it is now, we have no fall-back ,
position because we supposedly have anticipated every
question, talked with all senior aides and had a lengthy
discussion with the President.

e.

Don Rumsfeld may be in favor of fewer briefings, but nothing
gets the press corps' back up quicker than the feeling that
you are ducking them. Our image as an open administration
has been fading, partially due to the strong impression
that the President's communicator would rather not
communicate, given a half-way legitimate excuse to
cancel a briefing. The press' image of you as their lever
into the Pres!dency and the White House is under attack
and needs shoring up. The benefits of not briefing do not
begin to rr.a.tch the eroding of the office's reputation, to
say nothing of how it reflects on the President.

f.

On days when a press conference is scheduled, or other
events are crowding up the schedule, Bill Greener
(or myself) could be the briefer. The newsmen would
automatically know that the news quotient would be
reduced and therefore would cut off the briefing quicker,
but by having a deputy available, it would at least allow
for housekeeping questions -- which are important to the
wires and the regulars.

g.

By starting at 10:30, you'll find that most reporters are
even less prepared than they are at 11:30. For ore thing,
they won't have time to sit around the briefing room reading the Post and the Times for an hour waiting for the
Press Secretary. We can probably do a better job of anticipating their questions under that kind of schedule than
we do now.
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h.

II.

In conclusion, I think you would score solid points by
announcing that you have adopted an earlier and daily
briefing schedule. If we are the open Administration
we say we are, let's be out there every day finding out
what's on the public's mind.

Briefings should be made available to all networks for audio taping, but
Press Office permission must be obtained before airing actualities.
a.

The use of actualities will put more Presidential positions
and statements on the air in the words we want to use
even though it will be in the Press Secretary's voice. This
is an area that is ripe for exploitation.

b.

Virtually every radio station in the country subscribes
to one of the nine network news services which cover the
White House full time: ABC, CBS, NBC, Mutual, Westinghou·se, Storer,. UPI Audio, AP Radio

c.

Networks must under stcnd in advance that while the
entire briefing may be taped, nothing could be aired without the express permission of the Press Secretary. Tnis
would have to be an iron-clad agreement because there
will be times when the nets really want to air something
that makes the White House look like it is run by bumbling
amateurs, and they will have to accept our decision without a lot of argument.

d.

This could be the forerunner of a similar program for
video coverage. We are also missing the boat in this
area, but not as much as the radio actualities.

e.

It would give the Administration a better chance to market
its other spokesmen -- the Lynns, Zarbs, Simons,
Cannons, etc. who, for the m~part, labor in anonymity.
They could take a more active role in the briefings.

f.

As we get into the campaign, we will be looking for ways to
market our message free --due to the strictures of the
· Campaign Act. Radio actualities are an excellent way of
doing this.
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III.

Improve information liaison within Press Office and between Press
Office and other key departmental spokesmen.
a.

The lower press office is less knowledgable about
White House activities now than it was two months ago,
which reduces its usefulness.

b.

The reason most of the phone calls go to upper office is
that newsmen quickly learn who has information to
impart.

c.

A remedy for this situation would be to divide up areas
of responsibility so that the entire professional staff is
more involved in White House activities. This made a
significant improvement in the flow of information at
the Justice Department when this type of operation was
set up there .. Where possible, the specific individual
will act as a spokesman for the White House in that area.

d.

As sign responsibility to certain upper staff members for
talking daily with press spokesmen at Defense and State
to stay more on top of problem areas and breaking news
stories.

e.

Personnel actions should be discussed informally with
staff members before being announced generally. The
more the action affects the whole staff, the more the
whole_ staff should be consulted. -- or advised privately
before the final decision is made. This can be a real
morale builder, if handled properly.

IV. The Press Secretary should form his own "kitchen cabinet" or "transition
group" to obtain a different perspective than the staff can supply.
a.

The Press Office seems to be· slowly moving away from
press corps, and such a move should tend to reverse that
direction. The meeting with the newsmen after the
Vladiyostok trip, for instance, was of immense benefit
in restoring the office's credibility with the press corps.
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b.

The Press Secretary will get a better idea of the job
that he -- and his staff-- are doing. Also, it will give
the press a sounding board and might tend to diffuse
some of the criticism.

c.

Membership should be limited to no more than five or
seven persons drawn from the following areas:

1.

Persons covering the WhiteHouse who are
personal friends. This could only consist of
one or two people.

2.

Former associates at NBC (one or two).

3.

Former press secretaries (one, if possible).

4.

Newsmen who formerly covered White House
who you know well. (one or two)

5.

Close friends whose judgement you trust.

(one)

List should be discussed with staff before final selecticn
to insure best. candidates. Names will not be disclosed publicly.
V.

Press Office assistance for state dinners should cease.
Press Office should handle entire event.

Mrs. Ford's

a.

Arranging coverage of these dinners takes up a large
amount of .time that could be better spent on West Wing
problems.

b.

Dinners require staff member (usually Bill Roberts)
to wear a tux to each event, even though he is never
invited to any of the festivities and usually can't mve
before 1:00 <.'!:• m.

c.

Press coverage is limited to a pool and the East Wing
can handle it with a minimum of effort.

d.

The Press Office does all the work for the arrival
ceremony.
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VI.

V.

Press.Secretary should operate with self-imposed limits on certain
areas of discussion.
a.

Press Office prides itself on being responsive, but we
may be too responsive.

b.

Too many White House reporters depend solely on the
briefings for their livelihood, so they will try to get
all their answers from the Press Secretary.

c.

With the frequency of Presidential Press Conferences,
Press Secretary should make greater use of phrase:
''That's something you '11 have to ask the President
about. 11

d.

Reporters will accept a shut-off comment sucl1 as:
"That's not a subject tl:a t I will discuss from this
podium. 11 At the best, they will have a story that you
refused to discuss it, but at worst, a misstatement,
may force us to issue a clarification that compromises
an Administration policy or initiative.

e.

There is no way the Press Office can answer all the
questions posed, so Press Secretary should not worry
about not engaging in a particular line of questioning.

f.

Answers to questions that are developed during the briefing should contain all relevant information --,or held
until conclusion of briefing. (John Connally visit is
case in point. )

Other items that need to be discus sed:·
Offi~e

a.

Resolution of NSC-Press

b.

A replacement for Ed Savage. (Press is complaining
that they have no one to talk to for foreign policy background).

c.

Daily announcements should be xeroxed for lower press
office personnel.

.

contact situation.

.

